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Change Log for MONITOR version 7.3.13 

 

General 

 JLIN-8RBD7N - If you made manual printouts from the Document Viewer it remembered selected number 
of copies which could give wrong number of copies of linked documents when making automatic printouts 
of for instance Manufacturing orders. 

 KJAN-8XZB4B - The AutoRuns stopped if an e-mail address was missing. Now the Auto Runs won’t stop, 
but a verification of what is sent and not as a result of the e-mail address(es) that are missing must be 
done manually. This error could only occur in systems with the supplement MONITOR Agent. 

 BKNN-8YAG8N - The Web pages on the Start Page in MONITOR was not updated when you double-clicked 
on the frame for updating the page. 

 MPEN-8YVFJ6 - The link to our Customer web is updated in the window About MONITOR. 

 JLIN-8YYFTQ - It wasn’t possible to load default values with decimals in the Price Adjustment procedure 
in the Purchase- and Sales modules. 

 AFOG-8YYJG6 - A few computers could be locked during startup of the program when control and copying 
files was made. 

Manufacturing 

 BSAN-8BHH3L - Default values on SO mark-up P-parts and default values on Actual finish period Op didn’t 
work in the Post-Calculation Selection procedure. 

Purchase 

 LREM-8MKFYG - The accounting became incorrect when you confirmed Credit invoices by file in the 
Confirmation LB / FB procedure. 

 JLIN-8NEKHN - E-mail to many suppliers from the Print Delivery Schedules procedure could give 
incorrect language on some of the e-mail messages. 

 CSIG-8SSFVB - Price info and Revision was printed on the form Delivery schedule in the Print Delivery 
Schedules procedure, even if it should not be displayed. 

 JLIN-8U3GBU - The selection could be on incorrect date when you tried to limit the time horizon for 
displaying Forecast rows on the form in the Print Delivery Schedules procedure. You could not use 
Shortcut Keys such as "t" for today and "m" for month etc. 

 SSTG-8VNJ3M - Instruction in receiving inspection that was added during Arrival Reporting wasn’t 
displayed in the Receiving Inspection List. 

 CSIG-8YHB92 - When you splitted rows in the Register Purchase Order procedure, the field Del. period 
became empty when you confirmed or unconfirmed the order rows. 

 KFTM-8ZL9YC - The message "Cannot update balance for part {0} since it is missing in the part register. 
Save anyway?" could be displayed when you added new rows (row type 1) in the Order link tab in the 

Register Supplier Invoice procedure. This error could only occur if you had more than 32 000 parts in 
the Part register. 
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Sales 

 JEDS-8NDCFL - It wasn’t possible to use more than 35 characters in the field Customer's part no. in the 
Register Customer Order procedure when you created Order confirmations by using MONITOR-to-
MONITOR. Now the XML file can contain 50 characters for Customer's part no. This error could also occur 
when you use MONITOR-to-MONITOR when invoicing. 

 LREM-8NHENP - If you had a Quote with an Invoicing plan it could sometimes be impossible to delivery 
report a Customer order with an Invoicing plan due to unpaid Advance payments, even if the Advance 
payments were fully paid. This error occurred because the Quote’s and the Order’s id collided in the 
database, and it was not possible to deliver because of the Quote’s unpaid Advance payment. Now the 
control of payments only will be made on Customer orders. 

 BKNN-8PDDV4 - If you exported Payment Forecasts to Excel and selected to include other payments, these 
payments weren’t included in the export. 

 SHYS-8XE9ND - If you had many characters in the Number series for Order number, the entire Order 
number wasn’t displayed when making a Preliminary selection in the Print Invoices and Print EDI 
Invoices procedures. 

 KFTM-8Y2GW3 - If you used the button Printout according to customer setting in the Print Invoices 
procedure, the following printing method could be incorrect sometimes. 

 KFTM-8YCBDC - A payment could be double if you had the Register Incoming Payments and Incoming 
Payment List procedures open simultaneously and saved the same invoice in both procedures. 

 FOHN-8YPDG9 - Now it’s possible to create Dispatch advise from the Print Shipping Documents 
procedure even though the Order doesn’t have any Part rows. 

 MARN-8YWDAJ - If you selected on Seller code in the Customer List procedure with the list type Attach 
XML file, MONITOR shut down with a program error. 

 JELA-8YXAUG - News: ZIP codes with more characters can be loaded into the SIS and CMR Waybills in the 
Print Shipping Documents procedure. 

 AFOG-8YXBWD - News: The Place of dispatch and Destination ZIP code fields are increased to 35 
characters in the Print Shipping Documents procedure. 

 FOHN-8Z8KSC - News: Now there is a new Setting under Sales – EDI: "Export all rows with price in EDI 
invoice print (Global Invoice)". Is this setting activated other row types than 1 will also be exported for EDI 
invoices of the type Global invoice. 

 SHYS-8ZBBUQ - Net weight for Configured parts wasn’t printed on the Pro forma invoices created in the 
Print Pro Forma Invoices procedure. This error could only occur in systems with the supplement Product 
configurator. 

 FOHN-8ZBDHT - With the Setting "Select order before import" activated, the list didn’t display any orders 
in when importing in the Import EDI Orders procedure. 

 AFOG-8ZC9QG - Shipments that were created manually, without Loading from Source of info such as 
Customer order or Delivery was not possible to be advised to Memnon (Apport). An incorrect ID was sent 
from the Dispatch Advice and Print Shipping Documents procedures and this ID stopped the loading at 

Memnon. 

 SSÖG-8ZKKRE - The Delivery Reporting procedure allowed deliveries on orders being picked. 

 AFOG-8ZKKDM - In the Edit package function in the Print Pick Lists and Pick List Delivery Reporting 
procedures is the button "Insert cover packaging" added. We have changed name on the existing button 
"Insert row" to "Copy row". 

In the Print Pick Lists procedure with EDI list types has packages without link to an order number not 
been included in the total. This was also a problem when creating invoice basis during delivery reporting in 
the Pick List Delivery Reporting procedure. 

When adding Cover packaging in the Package Management procedure, the quantity of the packaging was 
not displayed. Therefore the packaging was not included on the invoice basis. 
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Inventory 

 KJAN-8MQD75 - The calculations in the Check Delivery Times procedure could in some cases suggest too 
large quantity to manufacture or purchase. 

 JLIN-8YCEHY - If you in the Part List – Inventory procedure, list type Block/notify registered a message 
for a Part for P-order Reporting, M-order Registration, C-order Registration, P-order Reporting or C-order 
Reporting, the Part was automatically blocked for M-order Withdrawal and Preparation as well. 

 JLIN-8YHCC5 - News: The message "Order row is linked to a causing requirement. Make changes, if any, 
on causing requirement." will also be displayed when you change date or/and quantity in the Purchase 
Order Suggestion procedure. 

 AFOG-8YVDR8 - If you in the Generate Sales Forecast procedure had chosen to replace existing forecast, 
forecast rows from the previous forecast could remain in the new forecast. A program error also occurred if 
you had chosen to generate forecast rows to an existing Forecast code where you had entered a Customer 
code or a Part number for the forecast. 

 JLIN-8YVJJC - The Estimate Annual Volume procedure with the option Calculate loading did not take any 
Staffing factor exceptions on the operations into account. 

 SSÖG-8Z7AS5 - News: If you use Fixed order number on parts, the Purchase Order Suggestion 
procedure will use the alternative One order per suppl. and part when releasing the suggestions. 

Workshop Info 

 JLIN-8M79JR - If an employee that did not have Absence check made a recording out after schedule end 
and self-selected an Absence code, a program error occurred in the Recording Terminal procedure. 

 JLIN-8PSGEW - If you had the Setting "Automatic material reporting?" activated, the "Check if balance is 
negative during reporting?" control could indicate negative balance even if a positive balance existed. This 
error could occur in the Recording Terminal procedure when consumed quantity at start was adjusted 
because the reported quantity was different than the planned quantity. (Due to for instance rejects.) 

 JLIN-8Z4HV3 - Recording of Indirect work in the Recording Terminal procedure caused an Edit Lock-up, 
which meant that other employees could not report their work. 

Accounting 

 BKNN-8YCCN9 - If you had 125% size on the display in Windows, the Product group matrix (in the 
Product Groups procedure) became unaligned and the rows that should belong together were not 
displayed together. 

 KFTM-8YS9QX - If you had created a voucher with a correction/reversion manually, incorrect information 
text was displayed in the list in the Print Journal procedure. 

 KFTM-8YWFTL - If you had closed periods in the regular accounting year, it was not possible to register any 
Vouchers in a Periodic statement on the same period. 

 ÖBRN-8YXGZD - You could delete accounts with a negative Opening balance in the Chart of Accounts and 
Print Chart of Accounts procedures. 

 SHYS-8YXJQM - It wasn’t possible to use Save as… when you created Account profiles in the Chart of 
Accounts procedure. 

 SHYS-8YYKCP - The lead time chart on the Activities tab in the Register Project procedure was shifted 
vertically. 

 BKNN-8ZE9Y5 - If you had many reported activities, the Activities tab in the Register Project procedure 
could display 0 reported time, even if there was time reported on the project. 

 LREM-8ZMCRY - It could be incorrect amount in AutoCodings that were released Periodic if you also had 
created a Periodic Statement. 
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Management Accounting 

 BKNN-8YRD25 - The Price Change Log and the Calculation differences in the Management Accounting could 
not manage Warehouse and Product group combined under the section Other terms in the Update Coding 
Method procedure. 

 ÖBRN-8YSGCY - Very small values were stored in the reported Setup price and Price each fields in the 
toa_logg table. The transactions were rounded to 0,00 SEK and the journal displayed 0,00 SEK even if you 
had the Coding method set on not code any zero posts. 

Product Configurator 

 CSIG-8RWD2Z - If you registered a Configured Manufacturing order and used the language Lithuanian, 
MONITOR shut down with a program error. 

 CSIG-8SZB9J - The Order rows got the same Position number in the Register Customer Order procedure 
when Serial numbers should be created and you did not have any Row type 4 rows on the Configured 
parts. This error could only occur in systems with the supplement Product configurator. 

 CSIG-8U6GF9 - The Alternate preparation code was not included on the Quote row which gave an incorrect 
Pre calculation on configured quotes. This error could only occur in systems with the supplement Product 
configurator. 

 JLÖR-8ZCJMW - It wasn’t possible to create a Manufacturing order of a Customer order with an invalid 
Configuration. This error could only occur in systems with the supplement Product configurator. 


